University Senate of Michigan Technological University  
Proposal 3-23  
(Voting Units: Academic)  

Elimination of Shelved Programs

As the following programs have been shelved for at least 5 years (shelved AY 2017-18 or earlier), it is proposed that the following programs be formally eliminated per senate procedure 414.1.1.

1. List of programs to be eliminated: title (program code) (shelving proposal #):  
   a. BS, Operations and Systems Management (BOSM) (11-13)*  
   b. Concentration, Computer Science Secondary Ed (SCS4) (4-18)  
   c. Grad Cert, International Profile (ICIP) (11-18)

2. There are no enrolled students

3. Programs have been shelved for a minimum of five (5) years and pertinent deans support elimination.

4. There is no expected financial impact to the university.

5. Effective Fall 2023

* denotes programs that would need to be sent to the state (MASU) for approval.